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The subject paper(Aquilante et al., 2015) is the 5th paper in a series of papers(Aquilante et al., 2012; Roos
et al., 1990, 1991; Veryazov et al., 2004; Aquilante et al., 2010) on the development of the MOLCAS program
package. In this short back story I will try to put the MOLCAS quantum chemistry program package into
a brief historical context, shortly describe its development, and finally argue the case why papers like the
subject paper is needed.
The Molcas project started in 1989 by the theoretical chemistry group of the late Prof. Björn Roos (see
Figure 1) at Lund University, Sweden. The Swedish government struck a deal with the banks – no increase
of tax if they supported research. As a consequence of this the Molcas project materialised as a collaboration
between IBM and the research group in Lund. Swedish theoretical chemistry had made a serious impart
on the ab inition field at the time with contributions from researchers as Jan Almlöf, Per. E. M. Siegbahn,
and Björn Roos - the former two the first Ph.D. students of the latter at Stockholm University. During this
time the three of them had developed specialized software. Jan Almöf developed the Molecule(Taylor, 2017)
program (computation of two-electron integrals), Per E. M. Siegbahn the MRCI code(Siegbahn, 1992; Roos
and Siegbahn, 1977) (multi reference configuration interaction), and Björn O. Roos developed the CASSCF
program(Roos et al., 1980) (complete active space self-consistent field). The goal of the Molcas project was
to bring these pieces of software together in a single package designed for the IBM 3090 machine. Version
1.0 was distributed to the public in the late 1989. Subsequent versions were released 1991, 1993, 1997, 2000,
2003, 2007, and 2014, covering version 2-8. All versions have been commercial versions.
Today the package support multiple options and methods, and several hardware and software platforms.
In 2005 the project started the “Molcas users’ workshops” with the most recent workshop, the 8th, taking
place in Uppsala November 2017. Over the time and under the leadership of Björn Roos the project have
had several success stories which have been seminal to the field. Let us mention two here, the complete
active space 2nd order perturbation theory model(Andersson and Roos, 1993) and the complete active space
state interaction(Malmqvist and Roos, 1989) method. From the formation of the project until about 2010 the
project was mainly a project which was heavenly dominated by the Lund group, especially with respect to the
leadership and strategic decisions, however, with significant programming contributions from international
collaborators. During 2009 Björn Roos retired from the project due to poor health(Siegbahn and lindh,
2011), the baton was passed on to the long time Molcas co-developer Roland Lindh. Starting in Zürich 2013
the first “Molcas developers’ workshop” took place. This has been followed by annual workshops at Alcalá
(Spain), Siena (Italy), Vienna (Austria), Jerusalem (Israel) and this year at Leuven (Belgium). During the
same time the project have developed from a national Swedish project – dominated by a single Swedish
research group – to an international project with 30-40 active developers from some 10 different universities
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and institutes. The authors list of the subject paper is a testament to this development. In 2017 the project
went open-source having the most significant part being released under the “Lesser GLP” license and is now
distributed free of charge under the name of OpenMolcas.
The subject paper was written on the request of the developers after one of our developers’ workshops.
People argued that a single paper, including the most recent developments, would be needed to make new
developments and implementations known to the computational chemistry community. Additionally, the
issue of lack of recognition and credits for software development was mentioned as one of the most important
reasons for the need of a paper like the subject paper – in many aspects a mini-review paper with no novel
contributions. Normally hard-working software developers seldom get proper credits for their work, although
it can and is fundamental to the ability to perform accurate quantum chemical simulations. In particular
if this development is not associated with new wave-function models. Some of us, like me, contribute with
significant software and methods, which are completely instrumental for the calculations, but hardly ever
get any credit for this contribution. Let me give an example, I’ll use my own contribution, two-electron
integrals (Lindh et al., 1991) (since long also a part of MOLPRO), which without no calculations with the
package would be possible, as an example. Since its publication in 1991 this paper, on the computation of
two-electron integrals, has, according to Google Scholar, attracted 258 citations. In the same time the two
packages have attracted 7249 citation – the use of the two-electron code was surely significant to the research
the citations corresponds to but they handed credit to the developer in less than 3.6% of the time. If I would
have designed the basis set, however, I would have been assured the full 7249 citations – we always cited the
basis sets but hardly ever how we efficiently compute the matrix elements they generate. There are several
other developments and features in a quantum chemistry package which are not considered worthy citations
but are still as essential to calculations. Here comes the paper, as the subject paper, in as an equalizer and
makes sure that all developers of a package gets the credit and respect they deserve. With these type of
papers around we kill two flies with one stone – we reduce the number of references to theoretical papers
and at the same time make sure that all developers get the recognition they all deserve and need.
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Figure 1: Björn O. Roos standing next to the so-called BESK computer in Stockholm. The picture is from
sometime during the earl1960ties.
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